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Objective: The study aimed to investigate the misreporting number of positively tested individuals for
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) succumbed or not to coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic in Brazil at the city, state, and national scales using statistical forensic
analysis.
Study design: This is a register-based study over public health data collected, organized, and maintained
by the Ministry of Health covering the Brazilian population.
Methods: We evaluated the Brazilian notifications of positively tested cases for SARS-CoV-2 who have
succumbed or not to COVID-19 between February 26th to September 7th of 2020 at the city, state, and
national scales for conformity to expected distribution provided by Benford's law (BL).
Results: Statistical analyzes demonstrated a significant rejection of SARS-CoV-2 notification cases at the
city and the number of deaths by COVID-19 in all regional levels according to the hypothesis of con-
formity to BL.
Conclusion: We demonstrated by BL, which has beenwidely applied to query the quality and reliability of
different numerical data sources, the misreporting number of cases and deaths throughout the SARS-
CoV-2 pandemic in Brazil. Therefore, we brought to light pieces of evidence that raise questions about
the reliability of SARS-CoV-2 data in Brazil. This situation may have led to inconsistencies in public health
policy actions, recommendations, and drastic humanitarian, social, and economic consequences such as
the intensive unit care overload in some Brazilian regions.

© 2021 The Royal Society for Public Health. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The ongoing pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2 infection has
been showing increased numbers of infected people worldwide,
reaching the limit or collapsing their health systems capabilities.
Recently, an unfortunate example of this disaster occurred in
Manaus (Brazil), evenwithin the perspective of herd immunity due
to the high rate of infection in the local population,1 reinforcing the
idea that great care must be taken to manage this disease. The
Brazilian population figures up to more than 200 million people,
and more than 70% depends on public health services.2 Currently,
Brazil presents the second-highest number of COVID-19 infections
fuzo@usp.br (C.A. Fuzo).
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and deaths globally according to the Johns Hopkins Coronavirus
Resource Center (https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/).

Specialized public health researchers have pointed some prob-
lems in the response of Brazilian authorities to face COVID-19,3

such as evidence of significant underreporting ratios of cases and
deaths in Brazil.4 This is a severe problem because, in critical situ-
ations just like this pandemic, the data generated by the health
system is essential for crafting good responses, allocating resources,
and measuring the effectiveness of interventions, such as social
distancing. However, incomplete or incorrect data can lead to
suboptimal decisions, especially problematic in a developing
economy with a fragile health system like Brazil. The SARS-CoV-2
pandemic has generated a considerable amount of data that
needs to be precisely curated by government agencies to be used in
crisis management. In parallel, health authorities try to process the
whole new information and fight against the pandemic impacts.
ghts reserved.
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The confidence in reported numbers of cases and deaths is an
important factor for ensuring robust epidemiological studies and,
consequently, adequate public health strategies. In this aspect, the
adherence of data to the distribution predicted by Benford's law5

(BL) has been evaluated as a criterion for the reliability of exten-
sive numeric data, which states that the sequence of multiple
numbers from real-life sources is likely to be distributed in a spe-
cific non-uniformway.6 This counter-intuitive result can be applied
to disparate lists such as stock prices, death rates, population
numbers, epidemiological data, and forensic fraud analysis that
somehow obey an exponential pattern.6 Then, when a dataset does
not exhibit conformity to BL, it is indeed a piece of evidence that
somemisreporting has occurred. In this context, the previous study
conducted by Silva and Figueiredo Filho7 argued the quality of
nationwide Brazilian COVID-19 data and found no conformity to BL.
Because of previous inconsistencies and evidence of misreporting,
we extend the analysis of Silva and Figueiredo Filho7 by testing the
agreement of Brazilian COVID-19 data to BL at different regional
nation levels.

Brazilian public health data

Our analysis covers both the number of deaths and the number
of confirmed cases of SARS-Cov-2 infection. Besides, we conduct
experiments using data at the country, state, and city levels. We
have mixed results of confirmed infections in which some tests
reject the conformity to BL, and others do not. For this purpose, we
analyzed the report of COVID-19 cases and deaths from the Bra-
zilian data maintained by the Minister of Health from February
26th to September 7th of 2020 (https://covid.saude.gov.br),
marking respectively the first case registered in Brazil and the
ending of the exponential path in both Cear�a and Goi�as (Brazilian
states). Such data were obtained at the national, state, and city
levels on October 14th of the same year. Althoughwe have collected
a wider data set, we trim it at the highest registered number of
cases and deaths of COVID-19 both at the national and state levels
to represent the initial exponential growth. After trimming the data
set, we analyze all three data sets separately. Thus, we tested the
national number of cases and deaths and then we tested the
merged data set from all states. The same method was used for the
cities dataset. Although it might seem counter-intuitive, this is a
valid way of testing,6 especially considering that a wider data set
provides better results to such tests. Supplementary Table 1 shows
the statistical description of the analyzed data set showing an
exponential pattern and cuts on the same day, i.e., 156 days after
the first case registered by Brazilian authorities. Details of statistical
methods are in Extended Methods in Supplementary Information.
Table 1
Significance test and empirical distribution of first digit according to BL and distribution
Brazil.

1st Digit BL Cases

Brazil States

1 0.301 0.349 0.295
2 0.176 0.233* 0.169
3 0.125 0.089 0.132
4 0.097 0.075 0.104
5 0.079 0.055 0.072*
6 0.067 0.055 0.073
7 0.058 0.048 0.059
8 0.051 0.041 0.053
9 0.046 0.055 0.043
MAD e 0.025N 0.006A

Chi-squared e 8.233*** 11.71***
Kupier V e 1.398 1.044

Notes. ***P < 0.01, **P < 0.05, *P < 0.1.
A ¼ acceptable; M ¼ marginal acceptable; N ¼ nonconformity.
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Results

We computed the first digit frequency in Brazil, state, and city
levels (Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). Although the empirical
distribution of the first digit of confirmed number cases fits BL, we
can easily reject the hypothesis in the case of confirmed deaths.
Before wemove to more detailed tests, we point our first issue with
the Brazilian data's reliability. Even though it is difficult to precisely
estimate the fatality rate (deaths/cases) caused by SARS-CoV-2
infection as Atkeson points,8 it is commonly assumed to be a con-
stant proportion of the cases. Thus, in accordancewith Theorem1 of
Nigrini,6 if the confirmed cases data have conformity to BL we also
should expect the same for confirmed deaths. However, deaths do
not follow BL expected distribution in Brazil (Supplementary Fig.1).

The significance tests for adherence of cases and deaths to BL are
shown in Table 1. First, regarding the individual digits Z test, we
notice that at a more aggregate level (country and states), only
some Z statistics reject the null hypothesis of conformity to BL, but
at city-level data, the opposite occurs. This happens for both
confirmed cases and deaths. Considering the general test of con-
formity to BL, all three testsdMAD, Chi-squared, and Kuiperddo
not support a BL distribution to confirmed Brazil deaths. On the
other hand, we have mixed results in the tests using confirmed case
data. Although the Chi-squared test rejects the null hypothesis in all
cases, the MAD test indicates that only country-level data presents
nonconformity to BL and Kupier V, indicating that only city-level
data do not follow a BL distribution.
Discussion

Epidemiological studies are fundamental pieces of public health
that guide, through mathematical models and population data,
strategies for the management and coping of epidemics or pan-
demics, such as COVID-19, by governmental agencies. The detection
of anomalies in the reported data used in these epidemiological
models is essential for the reliability and predictive power that can
be detected by some approaches like the BL law (see extended
discussion in Supplementary Information for more details on the
importance of BL for anomaly detection in COVID-19 data). In
general, our results show that Brazilian data on COVID-19 do not
follow the BL. One possible explanation is the underreporting of
confirmed cases and deaths.4 It is important to mention that if the
misreporting in the number of the pandemic is represented by a
constant fraction of the actual numbers of the pandemics in Brazil,
Theorem 1 of Nigrini6 assures that we should find conformity to BL
even in this case, hence showing that even a specific misreporting
of number of SARS-CoV-2 cases and COVID-19 deaths at different regional levels in

Deaths

Cities Brazil States Cities

0.296*** 0.182*** 0.258*** 0.156***
0.187*** 0.167 0.212*** 0.303***
0.122*** 0.098 0.138*** 0.170***
0.107*** 0.121 0.104 0.117***
0.085*** 0.114 0.082 0.077***
0.063*** 0.091 0.064 0.062***
0.052*** 0.106** 0.055 0.049***
0.044*** 0.083 0.047 0.036***
0.044*** 0.038 0.042 0.031***
0.006A 0.036N 0.013M 0.043N

17.97*** 19.07*** 68.61*** 815.46***
20.05*** 1.901** 3.762*** 158.66***

https://covid.saude.gov.br
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might fit the BL proportion. However, at the municipality level, our
results unanimously indicate no conformity to BL. It contrasts with
Koch and Okamura9 results, where it was found that Chinese
confirmed infections match the distribution expected in BL and are
similar to what was observed in the United States and Italy. Our
analysis of the number of deaths rejects the conformity to BL at all
regional levels.

The reliability in the reported data of COVID-19 pandemic is
extremely relevant, being the core of any reasonable response to
this health crisis that started in early 2020. In a big developing
country such as Brazil, data accountability is especially important
because it should drive an adequate policy response to the chaotic
situation of a continental country with a vulnerable population.
Although the city data seems to fit BL, if one aggregate and com-
pares it with the national vector, one will find different figures and
nonconformity of this aggregated, suggesting that the number of
observations plays an important role in the statistical significance.
The data of confirmed cases and deaths are a raw input of many
works that investigate policy responses to the COVID-19 pandemic.
For example, many investigations use some of those numbers to
calibrate SIR (Susceptible, Infected, Recovered) models and trace
different scenarios given alternative policies.10 Hence, our study is
an alert to those who strongly rely on COVID-19 data to study or
confront the pandemic effects in Brazil.

Finally, even thoughwe could not distinguish the sources of data
nonconformity to BL, our results reinforce the alert for Brazilian
COVID-19 data that have been applied in the study or construction
of public health policy strategies for the management of pandemic
in Brazil. Since other studies find COVID-19 data in conformity to BL
in other countries, one should be careful when making conclusions
using Brazilian data.
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